When I was young, I saw a little pretty bird on the mountain. The bird quickly flew away, leaving only sound behind. I... made the tree branches and big forest to me. This experience made me to visualize the sound of birds like forest.

The sound of bird relaxes mind and body. This caught my attention, and I combined this with mandala, which visually represents healing and meditation. I have found the common image from the snowflake image of CYMASCOPE.

The narrower the range is, the smaller the circle got. The shape of branches and leaves change according to the branch's sound. The further the birds are from the center, the lower they live. For example, if you want to listen to the sound of summer forest near the river, choose the summer part and listen to the most far away sound.

I have selected sixteen birds into four categories of spring and summer migrant birds, winter birds, summer birds and short-distance migratory birds. I have selected and combined the sounds of each bird, and made an inscription. I have placed the birds according to the method of reading contour map. The further the birds are from the center, the lower they live.
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The below is the volume and branch shape of the sound of nuthatch. If you take a look at the size of the sound, it looks like the branches of the tree. The branch rises higher as the sound gets bigger, and it gets horizontal as the sound gets smaller. The colors are used to have more abundant leaves. As the range is narrow, the less colors are used to have more sparse leaves.
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